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' . This invention relates to devices for combing, tapering towards the right beyond the end tooth 
brushing and curling the hair and more-*partic- Hoof the comb as‘shown in Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 5 
ulerly tothat type which are to be carried in a Against the front face of comb l0 leans a-Vbar 
lady's hand bag and ready for instant use. H which is provided on its lower face with‘bris 

5 It is. an object of the invention to provide a tles' Ha to form a brush having a plurality of .5 
j device of the above kind which combines a pocket ' rows of bristles, which bar is pivoted to the comb 
comb, a hair brush and a hair curler~ in such by means of a pivot pin‘ or eyelet "in the ex- ' 
form that the three implements may be carried tension Illa. To the rearside of comb I0 is piv 
in a hand bag and used simultaneously, at least oted by the same pivot It a curler bar M. The 

10 some ofthem, and all of them successively. if brush‘ bar It and curler bar ll areeach provided 10 . 
desired. ' __ _ - - r with a cylindrical boss lib and Ila respec- 1 

It is anoth r object of. this invention to pro-' Itively'which surround the'pivot ‘l3 and'are both 
vide a device of this kind which is smalland’ lodged in a circular aperture of extension of Illa v 

. light enough for the stated’ purpose, which can so that the eyelet 13 serves to hold the three 
is easily be handled and isealwadys ready for instant parts together wh e the bosses lib and Ma form 15 

use for any one, two or three functions to be, ajournal within the bearing formed by the comb 

performed therewith as desired. ' . part Illa. - ‘ " With these and other objects in view the in- The extension Illa of the comb is also pro 
vention consists in the novel combination ‘and vided onsits front and rear faces, each, with two 

20 arrangement of partsto be hereinafter fully de- pin-head projections l5 on the center line of 20 
scribed, claimed and illustrated in the accompa- the extension which cooperate with small cir-y 
?ying drawing ‘in Which—— _ - > ‘ cular recesses Ilia in the brush bar I2 and curler 

Fig. 1 is‘a top plan view of my new comb and bar II to stop the swinging brush and' curler 
brush curler showing the device arranged for bat in fully open and fully c-losed'positions. 

25 Fig- 2 is a front View Of Fi'8- 1- ' hand bag the three most necessary implements 
Fig- 3 is a front View similar 190 Fig’- 2 ShOWmB for dressing her'hair 'united in convenient form, 

the curler opened and the brush closed. for instantaneous use and forv simultaneous use 
Pie 4 is a toprplen view ‘01 the device when or the comb and brush. Aside from the con 

' brushing and combing the hair successively. ‘ This device permits a lady to carry in her 25 , 

I closed to be carried in a hand bag. .venlence of the device, it is very simply construct- '30, 
30 Fig. 5' is a front view of Fig. 4 showing the ed and may be manufactured and sold to the 

parts in position for combing and brushing the public for a very reasonable price. __ 
hair simultaneously. - ' Changes ‘in details of construction may be 

Fig. 6 is a section on an enlarged scale on the made without departing irom'the invention and' 

line-6-—6 of Fig. 5. ' . . V Fig. '7 is an exploded sectional‘ view, on an of the prior art and the appended claims. 

enlarged scale, on the same plane as Fig. 6. I claim: ' Fig. 8 is a detail view on an enlarged scale on 1. A comb having adjacent one end pivotally 
the plane 8-8 of Fig. 7. - _- attached thereto ‘a bar extending longitudinally 

0 Fig. 9 is a detail‘ section‘ on the line 9-! of of said comb and bristles on said bar forming a i m 
Fig- 8- ‘ brush parallel to the teeth of said comb and‘ . 

7 Referring to the drawing, I0‘ is a comb,-pref- ‘on the opposite side of said comb beingpivot 
_ erably of moldable plastic material such as ace- ally held on a common pivot a curler bar ex- 
tate, plastic or thelike. It consists of a' back tending. parallel to said brush, said brush and 

45 portion I00. which has a horizontally'inclined curler bar being mounted to be independently 45 
top line and a lower horizontal longitudinalbot- movable from each other and each adapted ‘to 

- tom line so that the back portion Illa iswider be rotated into a position to extend longitudi-_ 
‘ at its right end than at its left'end, but its thick- nally from the pivot end of said comb. , 
ness is the same throughout. From ‘the lower 2. 'A' comb having at one end pivotally attached 
limit: line, a plurality of teeth II which are in- thereto, a bar ‘extending longitudinally of said 50 
tegral‘with the~ back llla- extend downwardly. co b and bristles on said bar forming a. brush 
‘parallel to each other and all the teeth areof {parallel to the‘ teeth of said comb and on the 
equal length so that their bottom line is parallel . opposite side of said 3 co vb being pivotally held 
to the top horizontal line. As shown in',Fig.- 2 , on the same pivot a curler bar extending par 

55 the back we of the comb extends a distance allel tosaidbrush, said brush and curler bar-be- 55 

'I therefore desire to be ‘limited only by the state 35 ’ 



- lng mounted to be independently movable ‘from 

10 

20 
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‘in; said bar members-‘in either extended OI" c01 
lapsed; position, including pairs of projections 

certain predetermined positions. ' 

. A comb having teeth thereon, an- extension 
at one end_of said comb, a circular aperture in therewith 

5. A comb having a back portion with teeth 
thereon, ' ' 

’ of said back portion, one on each side 
thereof and?enormally parallel to the sides of 1 
said comb and being adapted to form an exten 
sion of the body portion, bristles on one of said 
bars parallel to the teeth to form a brush, the 
other bar being adapted to. form a handle and 
being adapted to serve as a hair curler and means 
on said back portion to hold either one or both 

either normal ‘or extended posi,» 

site sides of said comb.‘ 
4. In combination, a comb member, a bar 

hinged to one end of said comb and forming an 
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